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For Whitney, my quality control



I’m in these poems
because I’m in my life.
But I digress.
  —William Matthews



Part III
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Recycling Day

With a one-street lead
on the brake and piston sigh
a whale-like woman
drives her rusty bucket
to every curbside pile.

Handing her my cans
I tell her to go ahead
and keep the bin—

as if I’ve risen on stage
into the bath of a blue spotlight
and blown my trumpet of consolation,

the brass quarrel behind me
subsiding so low
you can hear the scritch of ice
melting in tumblers of whiskey.
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History

Seated against the bistro’s sunlit stucco
I pause over a bite of bread dumpling

to consider another beer
and a piece of cake cooling behind the glass.

In a cotton dress and prairie-day cardigan
a retarded giantess lumbers through the square.

She tugs her mother toward the fountain
and skims her hand across its gurgling surface,

her teeth big and discolored
and spreading every which way

like a row of slanted gravestones
in a small, shaded churchyard.
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Reception

The moon like a sickle’s blade
clatters across the lake.

On the far shore the music resumes.
Glasses clink and splash

spilling starlight along their stems.
Seated among white linens

my love catches drops on her tongue,
blinds me with the quick eclipse

of two yellow crescents
in the umber of her eyes.
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Alarm

God damn myself
and make a better

man out of me.
Set my shaking head

straight, hold
my tsking tongue

that makes you
feel small

when I’m only
big enough

to crawl inside
a hole—

worm that I am
could never catch

the fish you fry tonight
in too much oil.
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I’d say
take the pan from the heat

but let the grease
spatter,

let the gas bloom
from liquid blue—
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My Father Attends to the  
Death of His Father

One hand covers his mouth.
The other pinches hot pieces

of jaw, femur and spine
from the smoldering coals.

He spades the remains into a sack.
It clicks like an infant’s rattle.

  *

He pays the man who built the pyre.
He pays another for use of his land.

He gives the priest a razor and sweets.
He gives the apprentice a new shirt and boxer briefs.

He gives a cripple some gold.
He feeds one hundred poor.

On the thirteenth day
the uncomfortable soul departs.

  *
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At twenty-four my father flew
across the ocean alone.
In the only photo of that trip
he’s kneeling to feed the pigeons
in London’s Trafalgar Square.
The stranger taking his picture
does not ask him to look up
or to say “cheese.”
He speaks not a word of warning
about the white blur
descending upon my father’s palm
cupping a bag of seed.


